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I Only Wished to Know. 
Pray, do not take the kiss again, 
I risked so much in getting; 
Nor let my blushes make you vain, 
To,your and my regretting. 
I'm'.sure I've heard your sex repeat, 
A thousand times or so, -
That "stolen kisses are moot sweet"-
I only wished to know. 
I own '.twas not so neatly done, 
As. you know how to do it ; 
And that the fright out,did the fun, 
-But still I, do not rue it. 
I can afford the extra beat 
My heart took at your "Oh!" 
Which plainly said that kiss was sweet-
I only wished to know. 
Nay, I will not give you back the kiss, 
Nor will I take a second, 
Creme de la creme of pain and bliss, 
This one shall e'er be reckoned. 
The pair was mine, the bliss wa.s-ours; 
You smile to hea,r it so ? 
The self-same thought was surely yours, 
As I have cause to know. 
-F. F. V. 
The Kissee's Story. 
Now pray don't do that trick again, 
It nearly set me crazy; 
I own my wits have been since then 
At least a trifle hazy. 
Why were you in such dreadful haste 
To tease a fellow so, 
And prove how stolen kisses taste-
Because you wished to know ? 
T' enjoy a kiss in all its power, 
Requires some preparation; 
To snatch it as you pluck a flower, 
Is naught but aggravation. 
Could you not give a fellow time 
To let its pleasure grow, 
Unti l it t1oared to bliss sublime? 
That's what I'd like to know. 
You need not give me back the kiss, 
You can just let me take it; 
I'll teach you then what perfect bliss 
A little care will make it. 
'Twill start the current of your blood 
Into a swifter flow, -
And p:r:ove a stolen kiss is good, 
And then, in truth, you'll know. 
-Pacific Pharos. 
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AJH.;rican Developmen•. 
[Oration of H. W. STRALEY, ,TR., delivered before the Reunion of Mu SigmaRho Literary 
Society of Richmond College.] 
Mr. President and Gentlemen,-lt has 
now been one hundred years since the 
birth of the Federal Constitution, and 
from this memorable epoch in the his-
tory of political science we may reckon 
the nation's life. Within no period of 
similar length since the earliest dawn of 
man's existence upon this . terrestrial 
globe h11s progression in every sphere 
of life been so marked and striking, and 
retrogression so seldom encountered. 
Development and progression are · laws 
of life, rendered eternal and immutable 
by the fiat of an all-wise God. This is 
a fact just as evident as that of exist-
ence itself. In tlie life and growth of 
man this is beautifully demonstrate(~ ·oy 
the smiling, helpless babe, who, after 
the lapse of years, developes into the 
stalwart man, with cartilege and muscle 
that can plunge the axe with giant stroke 
into the towering oak of the forest and 
fell it to the earth. · Man developes ; as 
the days of childhood lengthen he be-
comes more sensible of his power, and 
with proper training his mind ·expands 
and unfolds until it becomes al most in-
finite in concl'ption, grasping at the un-
known and unknowable with an agil-
ity and rapidity almost superhuman. 
He delights to revel in the unsearchable 
mysteries of existence as revealed in the 
book of nature, and, wrapt in medita-
tion, he ponders with an eye of keenest 
scrutiny the pictures that hang upon the 
palace walls of earth. Sometimes he 
can un<lerstand the symmetry aJ1d de-
sign of these pictures; sometimes he can 
only say, "A glorious artist painted it, 
but it is all wrapt in darkness to me." In 
the highest conceptions of the human 
soul we find it even attempting to fathom 
God himself; to demonstrate his exist-
ence; the immortality ·of the sou·], and 
the free-agency of his creatures. But all 
_such endeavol'S result merely in ideal 
speculations, worse than useless ; for 
who can comprehend the infinitude of 
God and his hitlden thoughts, even when 
the majesty of his works is inconceiva-
ble and paet finding out? 
But I will leave this diverBion with 
you, and confine myself more closely to 
the theme before us, from which I think 
I was legitimately drawn, as the develop-
ment and growth of American institu-
tions within this first century of our ex-
istence have been gigantic and Herculean 
in their dimensions. · Our past is haloed 
with glory, and w_rapt in undying 
fame. We, like Jonah's gourd; have 
sprung into existence in a night, as it 
were, and our free institution,, like its 
branches, eclipse those of other nations, 
as the mellow moonbeams put to shame 
the tiny stars that · blush along the 
heavens. 
Governments have developed from the 
crudest forms to the most perfected and 
polished systems. Each system, it is 
noticed, suited the genius and customs 
of the people who accepted it, and the 
time when it flourished. We first start 
with the patriarchal as the most antique 
specimen of political life, where the 
father ex~rcised the authority of a petty 
king over. his household, consisting pro-
bably of twenty or thirty wives, two 
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hundred children, and a numerous troop 
of slaves : As we look along the politi-
cal life of the ages, we find system after 
system, species after species. We see 
absolute monarchy ·give place to limited 
monar~hy, this soon supplanted by an 
oligarchy, and this probably by a repub-
lican system in its embryotic state, and 
in its most severe and despotic adminis-
tration. 
Just one century ago, the greatest spe~ 
cirneu of governmental genius the world 
has ever seen, was originated in this coun-
try in the shape of a representative re-
public. Republics had existed in name 
before this date, but not in the true sense 
of the word. Greece and Rome claimed 
this fair · title for their institutions, but 
they at no time lost their aristocratic ten-
dencies, and oligarchical influences soon 
blighted the good work which might 
have resulted in absolute political free-
dom and equality under the law. The 
medireval republics of Genoa, Venice, 
and othe1· Italian towns, were reptiblican 
only in name, and never, to the time of 
their desolation, were free from aristo-
cratic pride and seduction. Ours is the 
completed system, an·d is a model one in 
every respect. It combines all the in-
vincibility and tenacity incident upon 
the most stringent monarchy, and all the 
political freedom aud flexibility of a rep-
resentath1e democracy. Our government 
i11 absolutely the grandest specimen of 
politi1.,al architecture the brain of the 
statesman has ever conceived or devised. 
Under thi5 system of government we 
have a constitution to which we are in-
debted for the prosperity of our past 
amd the perpetuity of our institutions, 
and on which, to a vital degree, the fu-
ture of the nation hangs. Encroach-
ments upon the letter and spirit of the 
constitution must be assiduously guarded 
against in order to insure to coming gene-
rations the bless\ngs of a free govern-
ment. The vitality of our government 
is in our constitution. In this respect 
we stand alone among the nations of 
earth. The constitution renders ours 
the strongest govemment in existence. 
The fi11ge1· of this majestic document 
points out the path in which its citizens 
shall tread, and with invincible scrutiny 
shields them from the fanaticism of in-
triguing legislative bodies. 
Great Britain has no constitu-
tion, and for · this reason is liable 
al any moment to Le overturned by 
the vengeance of her own people, and 
tumble into national annihilation. Eng-:-
1.ish laws have no stability save as statute 
laws 1 which are capable of repeal at any 
session of Parliament. Suppose, for in-
stance, that at the next session of Par-
liament the writ of habeas coipus were 
suspended, and blanks were issued by the 
Queen foe_ the arrest and imprisonment 
of all parties within the kingdom offen-
sive to the Crown : This or any similar 
act could be passeJ by any session of the 
British Parliament with the same legal-
ity that it could regulate the tariff laws 
of the Kingdom, or impose fines upon 
refractory citizens. It is true the oppo-
sition would be great to such a tyranni-
cal enactment, but all such opposition 
would not be that of legalit,y, but of re-
bellion and revolution. Suppose such 
an act were passed by the American Con-
gress, what would be the effect of its pas-
sage? Woul,1 it ever be executed? No, 
never. It would amount to nothing. It 
would be null ab initio. For the con-
stitution of the nation places . at 
the doors of Congress a Su-
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preme Court, whose jurisdiction is 
superior to that of Cougress, and who 
inspects with a suspicious eye every act 
of the legislative body which seems to 
infringe in the slightest· degree upon the 
spirit of American institutions aud its 
constitution. 
The coustitution is a living organism. 
Its life is the life of the uation, and its 
mandates are the necessities of the peo-
ple. To assert that the constitution, in 
its present form, is eternal and unchange-
able, is to ·positively deny all progressive 
strides in civilization, and assert that the 
manners, customs, and wants of the 
people are as firmly fixed as the stars, 
and as immutable as the pillars of Her-
cules. No; the constitution must de-
velop and expand as the people attain to-
ward that high plane of national greatness 
the init-iatory of which has already as-
sumed enormous proportions, and · its 
culmination must even startle mankind 
itself. Changes have been made in the 
constitution, -and others must be made 
in the near future; but it is wisely pro-
vided that all alterations must be brought 
aboYt only after the most careful and 
minute considerations, in which the 
people, in toto, are involved and inter-
ested. 
Whilst the basis and primary cause of 
our past greatness and develo;iment is 
to be found in the form of government, 
granting and pledging constitutional lib-
erty, and the devotion of the people to 
that Union cemented by the strongest 
ties of blood and fraternity, yet collate-
ral influences operated largely in render-
ing the past glorious and the future 
bright and hopeful. It walil the cynical 
Carlysle who, speaking to a friend in 
New York, remarked, "Yon may talk 
of yolll' institutions, of your democ-
ra()y, or any other sort of political rub-
bish, but the reason America is so pros-
perous to-day is because she has so much 
land for so very few people." Carlyslc 
was in part right. We seldom appre-
c.iate the boundless extent of our domain, 
and its exhaustless resources. Our 
Western States are like kingdoms, and 
from our territories coul<l be carved em- · 
pires. Luxuriant and fertile, they stretch 
for miles where the foot of the white 
man has never trod ; threading the plains 
are placid rivers win<ling like streams of 
silver beneath the soft, pale azure of the 
western skies; beneath the rank turf li(l 
the gems of earth, waiting for the spade 
and pick ·of the restless Anglo-Saxon to 
unearth them and mingle them in the 
commerce of civilization ; health rides 
upon every breeze, and infuses renewed en~ 
ergy into every creature. 0 what a 
luxury to drink in the pure oxygen of 
the western prairie, and breathe in life, 
as it were, in this realm of Hygeia ! To 
this land of Paradise, land flowing with 
milk arnl honey, the American govern-
ment ·has been and is now inviting the 
care-worn and oppressed pilgrim of Eu-
rope to come over and take it without 
money aud without price. By our home-
stead and pre-emption acts tlrnusamls of 
emigrants flood annually to the inviting 
fields of the great West, and, by their 
sttrling integrity arid hone~t toil, become 
our best and most loyal citizens. 
As a field for education, America's 
past has been one of growing prosperity 
and development, and her future prom-
isES to be one of unequalled splendor. It 
is a noted fact that those men of. our na-
tion who have been leaders in political 
life, during this first century of the na-
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tion's life, haYe been men who were edu-
cated in American colleges and uni ver~i-
tit:s, and unde1· Amerimn instrnetors. 
Education has been the handmaid of pol-
itics in instilling int'l American youth 
the principles of self-government and 
equnlity under the law, together with a 
deep reverence fo1· om· country's institu-
tions. It is relate<l that a certain Eng-
lish statesman was visiting this country 
not many years ago, when he desired to 
visit with his friends a certain college in 
Virginia. They entered the first lec-
ture-room, an<l, behold! the instructor 
wns depicting it<1 glowing colors to ad-
miring pupils the defeat of the British 
army at Bunker Hill by a han<lfnl of 
ragged Americans. His friends per-
ceived the evident embarrassment of the 
English gentlenrnn, and, offering some 
excuse, they retire<l to another room, 
where, to their chHgrin, Washington was 
crm,sing the Delaware 'mid floating ice, 
and storming the country before him. 
Of course, the sooner gone the . better, 
and they were ushered before another 
history class whose theme was "Ohl 
.Hickory," laughing in his sleeve beliind 
cotton breastworks at New Orleiuis, and 
shooting down like dog:; the best-drilled 
ai:my of the British empire. With na-
tional pride deeply off1-m<led, he left the · 
building, and remarkell to his friends, 
" The youth of your land, reared in this 
style, will nndoubte<lly, by the memory 
of former <lays, preserve eternally within 
your country a system of free govern-
ment." Education has been a potent 
fact.or in accelerating our national growth 
and affurding stability to the other insti-
tutions of our land, and its future must 
depend to a great extent upon the edu-
cation of our citizens. 
Lincoln defines our government as one of 
the people, for the people, and by the peo-
ple.Certainly in its latter sense, if not in 
all three, the education of the people is in-
dispensable for tl~eir proper government. 
If a people uneducated and illiterate at-
tempt their own government, the result 
will be barbaric nonsense, and the at-
tempt an impossibility, resulting in the 
crention of great political rings atl(l 
cliques, whieh inevitably terminate in 
the sn bversion of the appointed ends of 
government, an ,l the ascendency of an 
oligarchy. Education is indispensa1>1e 
to a Jemocratic government, where the 
burden of government falls upon the 
shoulders of the people. We have seen 
the nee1l, and wisely provided for the 
emergency . . The day has long since 
passed when American boys are necessi-
tated to attend European universities in 
order to receive a technical . and scientific 
education. When tl)ey do attend Ger-
man universities, it is simply for the 10ake 
of travel and the gratification of an aris-
tocratic pricle. American colh•ges rank 
equal to any in existencr, urn! the free-
school system is so co111plete and nde-
quate throughout. the country that knowl-
edge reaches, or may reach, every home. 
What brighter prospects could be pre-· 
scnted for America's future! \Vhat 
means more adequate to accompli-ih the· 
sublime end! Can it be, with such fair 
prospects and with snch an excellent past, 
America ran betray herself? Her in-
st:tutions are mild and ·beneficent; her 
climate is salubri'ous; her m(JUntains are 
c0vere<l wit.h timbei·, an<l the torrents 
that leap down her valleys gurgle 
thru11gh plains of mntchless beauty ancl 
unsurpassed fertility. Along the bunks 
of her streams often the sulid earth is 
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worn away, and revealed to the eye of 
commerce, the matchless coal-fields ex-
tend for miles, enticing the millionaire 
by their rich lustre, 11nd inviting the 
capitalist to.come and repll:'nish the coffers 
of his insatiahle appetite. 
American development has_ bnt at-
tained its morning hour, and flusheJ by 
the pride of youth, must e,·er grow on-
ward and upward. Can we bear the 
thought of retrogression in political life ? 
Can we imbibe the ideas of false theo-
rist_s, and believe that the nurseries of 
our childhood, the institutions under 
which we were reared, and the govern-
ment that edvcated and fostered us, is 
soon to be no more? No; impossible. 
No punishment of heaven could be so 
severe; no scene more terrific; no convul-
sions so bewailing, as the death-throes of 
expiring liberty : No; adrnncement i~ 
the watchword of onr people; and the 
only regrets of this generation _should he 
that d •ath leaves unrevealed to the en-
thusiastic patriot the glory of his coun-
try's future. To this future it is the 
privilege and duty of each of us to be-
q11eath our portion, and as the immo1·tal 
Engfo,h tragedian has expressed it, "l\Iy 
son, let all the ends thou aimest at be 
thy country's, thy Gocl's, and truth's." 
Salutatory. 
[Delivered by MR. 0. L. MARTIN, tinal president of the Philologian Society, before the Joint 
Celebration, ,Tune 20th, 1887.] 
Ladies and Gentlemen,~lt does n:>t lie 
in my province to-night to give you any 
demonstration of my acquisitions in the 
world of thought. It is not m[nc to 
roam Olympian heights, to mnse in 
Turpe's vale, or walk Arcadian groves. 
Out yonder hangs a bell that has called us 
· so early and so loudly that we have had 
no time to invoke the Muses, to cultivate 
· the .lEsthetics, or go crazy. No time to 
woo beauty in early morn, or list at 
dewy eve to the music of fairies in folded 
flowe1·s. We have had hy sheer compul-
sion to dig for roots i.n the nnim·iting 
fields of Classics, and atten<l the meeting 
of the Hyperbola with it~ Asymptote in 
the fa1·-away, mystical, unexplored, in-
comprehensible, unknown, and uncared• 
for region of mathematical infinity. It 
is a grand thing . to finger among the con-
stellations and hea1· the music of the 
spheres. It is a grand thing to turn 
s_:imersaults in the milkyway of thought, 
. and build castles in the air. It is a de-
lightful thing to loiter in the mystic fields 
of fancy, to go with Newton to the moon, 
with Darwin into the caverns of the earth 
. ' 
with Cowper to the .cool shades of the 
forest, with Moore to the spicy groves of 
eastern romance, and Shelly to the chang-
ing visions of the infinite. It is sweet to 
dream, to bathe the fancy in the seas of 
novelistic and poetic fiction, but sweeter 
far to be a wake and hear the music of 
nature, and feel the thrill of ecstatic joy 
breaking in•upon the soul which he alone 
can feel' whose privilege it is to extend a 
warm heart and hand of welcome to this 
cohort of angelic forms, this halo of 
glory, and catch inspiration from a thou-
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sand smiling faces of sweet sixteen. And 
now, ladifs and gentlemen, while it is 
not my pleasure, like . a brilliant me-
teor, to dance in grandeur through the 
starry dome of thought, yet I am not 
without a · pleasant duty to perform to-
night. It is my pleasure, in the name of 
the Mu Sigma Rho ai1d Philologian Lit-
erary Societies of Richmond College to ex-
tend to you, one and all, a hearty wel-
come to this our joint final celebration. 
You who have been so kind to respornl 
to aH our calls, who have come to all our 
entertainments, not with an air of idle 
curiosity, but with an expression of ap-
'preciation and kindly interest on your 
faces, we welcome you here to-night. It 
is the custom of the Societies, at the close 
of their session's work, to join hearts and 
hands in a final celebration. The public 
is invited first to the exhibition of the 
Societies' taknt, and finally to enjoy an 
address by some renowned man of · the 
Societies' choosing. You are invited 
.· here to-night to the exhibition of the so~ 
cieties' talent. The literary society is 
the place for reducing the acq uii,;itions of 
the· class-room to practical account, for 
training the student to work out what 
his college training has wrought in him. 
It is the place for whetting the intellect 
by clashing it with intellect. It is the 
miniature world in which the student 
learns to grapple with q 11estions and 
strive with men in preparation for the 
great field of life. And the student is 
sadly deficient on leaving college with-
out that practical training an<l experience 
of a well-conducted literary society. Be-
sides, the literary societies het·e are the 
highest deliberative bodies, to which 
are refened . all questions of ,ital con-
cern for final and unquestionable set-
tlement. When such questions arise as, 
"Is electricity a thing"? they are 
promptly referred to the societies, where 
it is decided, if it is not a thing, what is 
it? " Whether or not the iconoclasm of 
Alcibiades was the primal cause of the 
downfall of Athens," was submitted, and 
while little was known of Alcibiades and 
less of the iconoclasm, yet it was decided 
that it was the primal cause of the downfall 
of Athens. Here also has been considered 
the qnestion of co-education, and all fur-
ther discussion of this snhject ia out of 
order. 
And in pursuance of the decree of this 
authoritative body, I hope, young ladies, 
to have the exquisite pleasure of wel-
coming you here next September fully 
equipped for the introduction of a new 
departure in education at the South. 
Anll now, citizens of Richmond, whose 
latch-strings have al ways hung on the 
outside of the door for us, in beha~f of 
these Societies · I extend to you as warm 
and hearty a welcome here, if possible, 
as you have always given to us at your 
homes. I belie\·e in putting into practice 
that beautiful sentiment, rejoice with 
those that rejoice, aud wePp with those 
that weep. And so whenever your cor- · 
diality shall culminate in a breach of 
your family circle, .I shall have a heart to 
sympathize with you, and as to that mat-
ter with the one snatched away, too, but 
at the same time I ehall not forget to con-
gratulate my fortunate fellow-student. 
And last, but not least, you, priceless . 
· jewtls of heroic Richmond, it is my un-
spaakal,le pleasure in the name of these 
Societies to welcome you with open--
heart. We hold in tender memory the 
visits you }iaye made us in onr loneli-
ness, when we have been aroused from 
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our gloom and despondency as by the 
voice of angels. Your coming has been 
as a reminder and harbinger of better 
days. And if in your visits a dozt·n w111-
dows have been filled with gazing eyes, 
it was because ,ye were glad to see you-
,, Only that, and nothing more." And 
if i-:ometimes you heard the voice as of 
some one saying Calico, with protracted 
Pmphasis on the co, it was meant a·s no 
fling at yonr c<,stume, but in the college 
dialect is only a term of endearment. 
You were welcome then, yoti are thrice 
welcome now. We will always makl:l 
room for y~i1 in our halls, on our cam-
pus, and in our hearts, ar,d some time, 
we hope, in our homes. 
There are many things Richmornl Cul-
lege students don't like. Some don't 
like · to work; some don't like mathemat-
ics ; some don't like Latiu, and so on. 
Some_ don't like for a young lady to in-
form them that it is time t_o depart; some 
don't like for the old man to kick like a 
young mule on the floor abo\·e nor the 
door beneath ; and some don't like to 
take their girls by an ice-cream i;mloon 
or a confectionery shop (without going 
in). But there is one thing they are all 
agreed in liking: they all like the girls, 
because they like their sisters and wme 
othc1· fellows' sisters, and sisters are all 
girls. 
Again I say, Welcome to all, and I 
hope yo1i wil_l all be richly rewarded for 
· you1· coming. 
l'ro1n lVa .. hh1g·to11 to ·Jlalli11101•e, 
It is very grand to view, from the 
1fome of the Capitol, the beautiful pic-
ture spreall out before us, e,:pecially 
wl;en we know the points of interest in 
and around \Vashington. To see on one 
- side the mighty steamer, which, from 
our high perch, looks very small, arnl 
on the other side the . rapidly-approach-
ing train of cars. That engine has just 
come from Baltimore, and in a short 
while· it \\/ill return ; see how straight it 
co 1 e~ toward us, and how rapidly, h11t 
as-_it strike,, the city it toms so as to fol-
.low the avenues nncl streets, and about 
three hundred yard,; from where we stan<l 
it draws up in the Baltimore and Ohio 
depot. But it is necessary to descend 
fro in our- "Aerie" in order to board the 
train we ltave just seen safely "into 
port." 
After having seen the many beautiful 
sights of the capital, one would be apt 
to think the ride to Baltimore rather 
dull, but quite the contrary is the case. 
To one with an eye for rural beauty, the 
Corcoran Art Gallery, Smithsonian In-
etituti.,, aud Butflnical Gardens, are 
f•q nailed, if not excelled, by the lovely 
anti fertile conuties of Southern Mary-
htTHl. 
But as we are on the train now, and 
1,ur tickets have been taken up, we will 
lcaYe our follow-passengers, and things 
gc:nei'ally, to the tender mercies of the 
engineer, and bestow our attention more 
particularly t~ what ma)' be seen from 
the windows. We notice that there is a 
double track all the way, and before we 
reach our destination not a . feiv times 
will we be startled by the momentary 
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flash of an engine running in the oppo-
Rite direction. 
There are trains leaving almost e,·ery 
ho11 r, and sm·eral roads between \V ash. 
_ington and Baltimore, but the B. & 0. 
seems to be the most popular, and <'ar-
ries us through a more beautiful section 
of country. The depot buildings along 
our route seem 'to be hnilt elegantly, and 
tf,e grounds laid off tastefully, with flower 
beds in many places. 
Just as we leave the city we see on 
the right a small white ch'urch, and 
painted on the side facing us these 
words, '" Prepare for EtP-rnity." There 
it stanHs, like a monument, pointing up-
ward, and its message to fntflre genera-
tions, stated clearly and briefly. Alas! 
. alas! the tooth of time shows itself only 
too plainly on that dear little church, 
and soon it mu1-1t fall. 
The famous nursel'ies of John Saul 
are very near now, but on account of the 
mrnvenness of the country, it is very 
hard to get even a glimpse of them. 
Just before reaching Rives we see on 
the left an old dilapidatE:d brass factory. 
At Highland, named from the hilly 
condition of the surrounding country, we 
notice that the earth seems to wash very 
much, and in many places, along some 
deep cuts, there are embankments made 
from old ties, and even stone, to keep 
the earth from sliding during rains and 
coveriug the track. 
The uext station is not called "Low- . 
land," but the la11d is very level, espe-
cially near us, and the place iR named 
Riverdale. If there was a river within 
ten miles we could not see it, -so we con-
cluded that the first settlers thought there 
ought to be a river there, and so named 
the station. 
2 
Now, as we get near the uext stopping 
p)aC"e, called "College," we see the sig-
nificance of the name when there comes 
into view on the left' the stately towers of 
the Maryland Agricultural College. 
There it st:rnr1s, ahout one mile away, 
and though the_ lower part is somewhat 
hidden by iyforest, still we imagine it is 
a model building, as we do all colleges. 
The collrge is eight miles from Washing-
ton :incl thirty-two from Baltimore. 
There seemil to be a reason for · the 
name of rnu~y of tlie stations, as we 
have seen; so when the station of Mills 
comes on we look out on the right, and 
what should we behold but a large flom 
mill. 
At Annapolis Junction th<' train from 
the capital of Marylaurl comes in, P-X-
changes some passengers, and adds a 
sleepe1· to our train. 
Bridewell is the uext station, and as 
we approach, looking out for some ex-
planation of the name, what should we 
· see but a huge pad,, and at the farthest . 
edge, on a hill-top, the Maryland House 
of Correction. 'Tis true it is a beauti-
ful building, and the park is exceedingly 
neat and well kept, but why the station 
was nam~d Bridewell we will never un-
derstand . As the House of Conection 
is almost the only building to be seen, 
we wonder why the station was not called 
" Correction ." 
There seems to be an innumerable 
number of stations, and very near . to 
each other. Jessups is about one mile 
from Bridewell, and if it is in season the 
whole place seems to be alive with toma-
toes ancl large canneries. 
Near Elkridge is the famous Catholic 
school of St. Dennis, almost hid from 
view by a magnificent lawn of "Mary-
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land cedarF." This beautiful cedar 
seems to he the peculiar possession of 
:Maryland, and though they are crt-eping 
into Virginia, and . 'are quite num~rous 
along the Potomac rinr on the Virginia 
side, still it is known to all as the "Ma-
ryland cedar." . 
The next station has-the most roman-
tic situation of all, being upon a· high 
bluft rising directly from a narrow hut 
det>p river, with falls just in sight. · We 
c·ros"s by a high iron bridge, and pai:sing 
a monument, which we wishul to exam-
iine more closely, draw up :it the massin 
gray-stone hotPl and waitmg-room of 
Relay. Here there is another track 
crossing ours, but no train in sight. 
How pleasant it would be to "lay" over 
here until that otlier train comes in, but 
we are only nine miles from our dPsti-
nation now, so running o,·er some rail-
ways anti ·under others, pa'ising innume-
rahle hrieky:mls, and Camden Junction; 
before we know it we are gliding along 
the streets and into the depot of the 
Monumental city. 
QUADRAGINTA. 
.. 
Bedication o:f' the Tho••M Museum and A.J.-t Hall . 
Thursday eve11ing, September 22d, 
1887, will long he remembered in the 
annals of Richmond Co1lt>ge. Its com-
ing had been looked forward to with 
-fondei;t expectations of what it hdd in 
store for the friends and students of the 
college, and when the time for the frui-
tion of their cherisht'Cl ho11es had come 
and gone, it was felt. by all that their 
brigbtest .:anticipations had been rf'aliz.ed. 
The occasio111 of this. rf'joicing was the 
dedication of the James ThomaF, Jr., 
Moeeum and Art Ball. The weather 
was propitious, and long before the time 
for the exercises lo Ix-gin, crowds of 
Richmond's best and most intelligt;nt 
citizens had filled the , spacious ha11. A 
description of the hall and its dimensions 
has been given in these columns several 
time:, so we will not speak of them now. 
Chairs l1ad bu:n. provided on the floor, 
and a stage, running out about twenty 
feet and extmding t>ntirely across the 
eastern end of the ball, bad been erected 
. for the speake1·, faculty, trustet>s, alumni 
and distinguished gut'.Sts. J 11st in the 
rear of the platform hung a maguifi.ct>nt 
Jife-si~ portrait of James Thomas, Jr., 
by De SantiF, of Italy, which had bttn 
presented to the college by Mrs. Thom:is. 
The l!'cene was ilJuminated by . the light 
from fi\"e superb chandeliers besides nu-
merous smaller group! of lights which 
had bN>11 fitted up ,luri11g the past 
summer at considerable expense and 
labor. On the · platform were seated 
trustees, faculty, 8lomni, city aldermen, 
and last but not least, representatives 
from sister colleges who came to join in 
our rejoicings. 
The exercises of the evening were 
opened with prayer by Dr. J. L. Bur-
rows, of Norfolk. Dr. C. B. Ryland, 
1Secretary of tbe Tn1stees, then called the 
body to order and_ requested l)r. W. E. 
Batcher, Chairman of the Memorial 
Committee, which had had charge of the 
eredion of the hall, _to preside. lo taking 
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the chair 1 Dr. Hatcher made reference to 
the work clone by hifl committef', and 
their especial pleasure at being ahle to 
tum over to the college this stately hnll. 
Before taking his seat he ealled upon 
Profestsor H. H. Harris, Chairman of the 
Faculty, to make an address of welcome. 
This Professor Harris did, aud in a man-
ner eminently well suited to the time arnl 
place. We are very glad to be aLle to 
give his admirable 
ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 
"My part is to address to thfl ns~embled 
aud .ieuce a simple word of welcome to 
these academic shades and tl,is 11ew hal I. 
Let me first, in b~lrnlf of Trustees and 
Faculty, greet these young mei1 who have 
gathered from far and near-oue from 
the resounding shores of :Massachusetts 
Bay, another from the golden sands of 
the Pacific slope, a score from the inter-
vE:>niug States, from Pennsylvania to 
Texas, a11d last, though not least, these 
sturdy sons of the Old Dominion. His 
Excellency the Governor of the Com-
monwealth will pardon me if I assume 
fo1· the nonce to speak for Virginia in 
congratulating the~e young gentlemen 011 
~he auspieions opening of the session, and 
welcoming them .to this capital city to 
pursue a course of mental ·anrl moral 
training for the duties soon to devolve 
upon them as citizens and as men. These 
reverenJ gentlemen and city fathers will 
join me in welcoming you to the rare so-
cial and religious privileges of Richmond, 
and in hoping that during your sojourn 
yon may enjoy them to the full. Other 
sweet words of welcome some of you will 
hear-they will come best in softc1· tones 
than I can use. 
Next, I beg to greet with peculiar 
pllc'asure these representatives of onr sis-
ter inst.itutions ,vho sit with us and tairn 
part in the joys of this enning. One of 
the most pleasai11; thi11gs in our e<luca-
tional system is the loving Rist,•rhood, the 
generous emulation liet ween the colllc'ges 
of the State. \Ve acc<•pt yon r prc•spnce, 
gentllc'men, as a token of your interest in 
w,, which we must heartily recip~oeate. 
And now, in behalf of the three estaks 
of the college-trustees, faculty, anrl stu-
dents-I greet m_ost. heartily this galaxy 
of talent and wisdom which adorns the 
platform, anrl this com pact array of man-
liness :ind heauty which fills the floor. A 
college must keep alonf from the whirl of 
the husy world enough, at least , to gi,·e 
its Rlrength to thosl, recondite matter,; of 
s~ienee and of literature which fonn the 
unseen foundations of all real and relia-
ble progress in civiliz ,1tion nnrl enli~ht-
t·nrnent. But our sit11ntion, as it were, 
in 'the fierce light which beats upon a 
throne,' our view from these towers · of 
historic fields an<l unrlying monuments, 
our proximity to the throbbing heart of 
this railway and man11foctming centre, 
pntE< us morally ,1s well as loeally in the 
line of improvement, all(! keeps us in vi-
talizing cont ;1ct with the political, com -
merdal, social, nn1l relL.'°ious thought of 
the worlrl. Thus, while our courses of 
instrnction arc specially for the henefit of 
the student,;, we coYet the hearty sy111pa-
thy of the good people of Richmond, and 
i,hnll often ·open this hall, ns ,n,11 as om 
chapel, for popular ll'ct,m -•s, at whic·h all 
prci;ent will he most heartily welcome. 
One other grnu p is here for who111 th is 
occaRion has the deep dit. interrsL To 
most of us th,i evening i,; one of unmixed 
rrjoicing; to them it recalls the memories 
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of an irreparable loss. The trustees have 
fitly shown their appreciation of a liheral 
benefactor, a wise counsellor, a foithfnl 
officer, by dedicating .this hall to his 
memory. They have spared neither time 
nor money in trying to fini:sh it with 
somethin~ of the massive strength, the 
hearty genuinenesi,, and the artistic taste 
of him whose name it brars. To hrr 
who was the partner of his inmost 
thought", and to the diildren around 
whom his affections clustered, Richmond 
College will always offer its warmt'.st wel-
come." 
Dr. W. E. Hatcher then presented the 
keys of the Thomas Memorial Hall to 
Hon. H. IL Ellyson, president of the 
B,Jard of Trustees. In doing this, Dr. 
Hatcher was in his be,t vein, as he is 
vny apt to be on an occasion like this. 
Mr. Ellyson's ~-eply was faultless, and 
called forth ringing arplause. We may 
have heard him speak as well; no one 
ever heard him speak better. 
After this came the orator of the day, 
Dr. John A. Broadus. He was equal to 
the great undert _ald11g, and was heard 
with keen interest. We give the follow-
ing extracts from l1is splendid oration : 
Dr. Broadus said that to l•uild a mu-
seum in connection with a public library, 
and aFI part of an institution for higher 
education, is but a return to the original 
elevated applil'ation of that trrm. A 
museum among the Greeks was prima-
rily any haunt of the Muses ; next, a 
place fo1· the Rtudy of objects dear to the 
Muses, such as art, poell·y, hi1:,tory, mid 
eloquence. Plato and Aristotle erectecl 
each a building called a museum, cuntain-
ing rooms for the study of philosophy, 
and then first in the history of culture-
a public library, open to students and 
• 
visitors. This was imitated on a much 
larger scale hy the great museum at Al-
exandria, colleding a library that became 
one of the wonders of the world, and fur-
uishing to the students lecture rooms, 
grand porticoes, anrl beautiful out-door 
walks, suited to the favm·ite Greek 
method of peripatetic instruction, to-
gether with a common hall or mei,s 
room, in which the professors and stu-
dents might dine together, and thus at 
the same time supply to each other a 
feast of reason. Fro .m this celebrated 
model of a museum dO\vn to the now 
current use of the term to denote a mere 
collection of curiositie,; and mon,trosities, 
is almost as great a degradation as in 
cntain currmt uses of the term profes-
sor. But there nre still instances in 
which a museum, though no longer com-
p1·ising halls of instrnction, denotes 
something elevated and dignified. The 
British Museum contains one of the great 
modern libraries, far surpassing in num-
ber the collection at Alexandria. Even 
when the Ii brary is excl nded there are not 
a few great museums in Europe and 
America which are designed to furnish 
means of education. They do this in 
two prilH'ipal ways. They collect ob-
jects of natural history in its three great 
departments of mineralogy, botany, and 
zoology, md arrange these according to 
strict scienti fie classification, so as to of-
fer facilities for scientific study. In the 
foremost collection of this kind in Amer-
ica, the Agassiz Museum, at Cambridge, 
there is in the first room a complete set 
of skeletons and preserved objects, be-
ginning with the very lowest forms of 
animal life, which it is difficult to dis-
tinguish from vegetable, and ascending 
in regular order to the highest animal-
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i. e., man. What a pri,·ilPge for cnger 
stn<lents of biology or for ju\'enile clnsSf'S 
with their instructors to cntf'l' fre<'h-, 
again and again, this noble "Synoptic 
Room.'' In the Metropolitrm l\lu,Pum 
of New York and in the Smithsonian 
Institution pafns arc alw lakrn to remlPr 
the grand collection ncceRsihle nnd arnil-
able for the instrndion of ,· isiting elas~cs 
hy their traC'hers. Elem~ntary kno\\'-
legde of natural hi~tory is easily within 
rea('h of pupils ten or twel\'e years old, 
or eH'll younger pupil,.; where thcy ran 
h'!hold the actnn I ohjf,ets; mid it is worth 
considering ll'l1ether el<'menlary botany 
and zoology ought not to lie much studied 
hy such <hildrPn 1 rspeciall,v those who 
can occasionally visit a museum, instead 
of pushing them into English syntax, 
ll'hich scarcely any child of twehe can 
really unclerstand, or into mathematical 
studie;·, for which only a few are at that 
age prepared. Perhaps it will uot be 
many yrars hefore various classes from 
private and public schools in Rid1mond 
and vicinity will be rcpentedly seeking 
ncceFs tr, the collP<"tions that shall here 
be formed. At any rnte the collrge Rtu-
clents and all ndnlt minds disposed to in-
quire into geology and biology will find 
stwh collection not only helpful hut 
necessarj·. 
COLLECTION OF Al'\TIQUITIES. 
The othn· war in which a museum 
furnislws material for ecluration is by the 
collection of antiquities. There is per-
haps no department of knowledge in 
which oluect Jessous are of greater rnluc. 
The irn plements of ancient warfare, the 
utensils and ornaments of ancient life, 
the shrunken features of some mummied 
Egyptian, will give ,rings to historical 
inrngination, and in a moment transport 
the student into the very midst of anciPnt 
lifP. Nor is our compnratively new 
co1mtry without its ohjects of nntiquarian 
intPrrst. That rrlics of the Indians aml 
of the rno.unrl-bnil<ling race in this coun-
try may form an extremely interesting 
collection, Yery stimulating to historical 
inquiry and reflection, may he Reen at 
the home of a 11·ell-known Richmond 
gc,ntleman. There are al,;o many relics 
of ancestral history in Virginia and ad-
jacent States that might he gradually col-
lectrd, nncl would greatly he! p in repro- . 
ducing the life of the early Rettlers and 
the Poloniul times. Our gifted and la-
nwnted romance writer and historian, 
' ,John Esten Cooke, appears to have fairly 
pro,·en in his volnme entitled Virginia 
thnt .the story of Pocahontas saving the 
life of John Smith must., after all, be ac-
crpted as historic'al. The skeptical mode 
of denling with history whi<'h Niebuhr 
rrndrrerl fashionable has led to much 
valnahle l't'senrch, but has gone to greatrr 
extremes, and the inevitable reaction is 
already visible in many · directions. No 
part of American colotJial history is so 
thoroughly romantic as that of the Old 
Dominion ; and much remains to be done 
jn collecting its antiquitirs and digesting 
its docnments and traditiot\S· In like 
manner there must · he mrmy memorials 
of Virginia's share in the Revolution, 
and of her great series of Presidents and 
other Htatesmen, that ought to be coll~cted 
into a museum at the State Capitol. 
And there is another great and mighty 
conflict, in which Virginia bore an un-
eq 11alled sliare of suffering ancl was not 
lmekward in achie,·c111ent, which already 
for the rising grneration is a thing of the 
past, · and whose precious and often per-
ishable relics ought t0 be rapidly gathered. 
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The conflict is over, its animosities h:l\·e 
been quite lairl asi<le, nnd we are con-
tented and patriotic citizens of the 
Uuitecl States; but the reli•.'S of that 
great civil war are sacred for us ancl f.,r 
Olli' children, and its hero es, its splendid 
heroes, shall be fam•>ns fo1·ever. 
We greatly need in this still new 
count.ry to cultivate the historical spirit--
to cherish • a glowing love of the past ; 
nnd to this end antiquarian <'ollections 
are of real importance. · 
ART IN HIGHER EDUCA'rlON. 
But, he said, this room is opP11ed both 
as a museum and an art hall, nncl he pro-
ceeded to discuss very ably the ednca-
tional value of art, art studies, ancl fine 
specimens of art, and then said : 
Now, what part have · slH'h collections 
of art in the work of higher edueation? · 
We need not dwell upon the fact that at 
least a few stuuents of every session will 
be naturally capable of artistic creation, 
and upon them thei;e co1lectioni, and in-
structions will exHt the most delightful 
and inspiring inf! uence. Yon will never 
know, as you cas nally enter such a ball, 
but that one of the c1uiet youths who may 
perhaps make way for the visitor ancl re-
tire, or perhaps remain in absorLed co11-
ternplation, hiay be just 110w receiving 
impulses that will c:1rry him in coming 
years to high artistic achievements aml 
fame. Let no one thiuk lightly of these 
few. Some of the older States of ot-ir 
Union would have been able to retain 
during the last two or three gtueratious 
many choice young men who l1ave gone 
West, if the controlling public opinion 
had more strongly favored the develop-
ment among them:;elves of the indu _striaI 
arts and the fine arts and of the artistic 
in literature, and all the complex: pur-
suits and prodncts of high ancl complete 
civilization. But a point of more gene-
ral inkrest would be the educa .tiornd ef-
fects of art collections np!ln the stndeuts 
at lurge. N<•arly forty yrars ligo a ) oung 
Virginian, who had ne\·er before been 
out of the Sta tr, went to i-<pcnd some days 
in Philaclelphia, nml twice gave se\·ernl 
hours to the old Acnderny of . Art, and 
espt•..ially to the paintings of Brnjamiu 
\Vest :me! ·to plaster t·asts of the most 
celebrated Gr·<•ek statues. It was a reve-
lation; it opened np a ucw world an<l 
in vested life ,rit h 11ew possibilities of de-
light. Snch i;ingle arnl po'werful impres-
·sions nre more distinctly n ·mcmbered, 
but unspenknbly gr('a[cr in educational 
value is the opportunity of frequent and 
leisurely observation of such inspiring 
objects. , Familinrity ne\·er breeds con-
tempt where the ol1ect is (Inc of elevated 
character ancl intcrest 1 and where the soul 
is at all susceptible, Lut the frequent con-
templation l,ecomcs an eYe1·-growing edu-
cational for,·e, shnpi11g the i11tvllect, color-
iug tlie imagination, ~tirring the deepest, 
sweetest emotions. Happy those whose 
childhood a11d youth are spent in full view 
of great .mountains or bebide the sound._ 
ing _sea; doubly happy if they enjoy both 
together, like the people of Palestine, 
Greece, Italy, Scotland. In like manner, 
happy the studeuts who, just at that 
interesting point when intellect 1s 
approaching maturity, when culture 
1s broatlening the range of 1ma-
ginati<,11 and varying the objects of 
passion, spend several years amid the 
perpetual influence of architecture and 
landscape, and with the O!Jportunity of 
daily visits to an im,piring collection of 
statuary and painting, and let it be re-
membered that a few works of higl1 t·x-
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· cellence, enm n few good plastel' easts or 
marble copies of the great stntues and a 
few copies of the great pictures, ,Yill kin-
dle the Sus('eptible observer and awaken 
those unutterable but qun1chkss yearn-
in_gs which become a moulding p<rn;t•r in 
.the character and life, while a mass of 
poor stuff ,rnuld bnt d< grade the taste, 
. if it d:d not fortunatdy repel ·and dis-
gust. l\lay it be ll(,t many rears before 
tlie yonng of both cexes ,dio ccme 011 
some brief visit to Richmond shall not 
only delight in its niri<'d l1ills a.,1111 ,:plen-
did strrets and noble ri,·er and beautiful, 
peaceti,I Hollywood; shall not only gaze 
on the exquisite symmetry and homely 
grace of the old Capitol, and search out 
the Houdon statue; not only stand en-• 
trm1eed befi,re the eqn<'strian Washing-
ton and his Revolutionary comrades-a 
work of art with which not many of its 
kind in all the world can he eompared--
bnt shall presently come out along a 8treet 
that more and more deserves its name, 
to behold the new statue of one whom all 
Virginians to the remotest . ngf's must de-
light to honor, and then entering Rich-
mond's own · collrge, shall find that all 
these lieanties of nature and glories of 
architecture and triumphs of the modern 
chisel have but prepared them sorrwwhat 
better to appreciate even copies of those 
immortal works in which the old Italian 
painters and the ancient Greek sculptors 
still reign supreme m the highest do-
mains of art. 
JAMES THOMAS, JR. 
He then said that as this hall is now 
formally opened as a memorial of James 
Thomas, Jr., who for more than forty 
years was a trnstee of Richmond College, 
he deemerl the occasion appropriate for 
offering some account of his life and 
ehnracler, with special emphasis ·t) pon his 
interest in highe1· education, and particu-
larly in Richmond Collegt•. 
Dr. Broadus then gave an exceedingly 
interesting ~ketch of the life and charac-
ter of James Thomas, Jr., which we re-
gret that we ha,·e not space t,> reproduce. 
He tral'ed his life from the time he came 
as a poor boy from Caroline county to 
Richmond ; told of his early struggles 
and his gradual success nntil he amassed 
a large fortune, and brought out the fact 
that he was governed all through his 
career by the strictest business integrity 
nnd high Christian principle. He was 
always active in his church (the First 
Baptist), as ,mil a8 in his business. He 
waR for years i;uper.intemlent of his Sun-
day school, all(\ especially active and 
liberal in the religious instrnction of the 
negroes, and in securing to them the old 
First African church. 
Dr. Broa;lus drew a Yery fine analysis 
of Mr. Thomas' character, aud spoke of 
his charities, which were wide-spread and 
often unknown to the public or even to 
the recipient of his benefactions. He al-
ways took the deepest interest iu higher 
education, al!fl besides being the life-long 
benefactor of Richmond College, he was 
the founder of the Richmond Female In-
stit n te, and a liberal giver to the South-
ern Baptist Theologieal Seminary. 
After speaking of various occasions 
on which Mr. Thomas had liberally 
helped Richmond College, Dr. ·Broadus 
concluded his eYery ,my aclmirable ad-
dress by saying: Mr. Thomas' last gift 
to the college was made in 1881, a year 
before his death, being an •endowment of 
j $25,000 for a professorship; and the 
I school of philosophy w11s subsequently de-
,. signated. The total amount of his gifts 
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to the college first and last cannot. be ac-
curately determined, and has been vari-
0usly estimated at from $50,000 to $60,-
000. 
Learning that the trustees proposed to 
set -apart this museum and art hall as a 
memorit!I of James Thomas, Jr., liis fam-
ily have united in giving $10,000 to 
found "The Thomas l\luseum Lecture 
Endowment." The income of this en-
dowment is to be .used annually " to se-
cure the delivery at the college (and,. if 
practicabh,, in the Thomas l\fof'enm) of 
a course of lectures on subjects -either nf 
science or philosophy or of art." These 
lectlll'es are t<; be delivered by "rpaJly 
eminent men of our own and of other 
countries," and 1ire to Le open to the pub-
lie 
CONCLUDING WORDS. 
\Ve should remember that 11ot even 
the _ largest do.nations of .this faithful 
friend were probably so he! pfu l to the 
college as his · frequent smaller gifts al. 
critical periods. Many tinws, both be-
fore and after the war, when the finances 
fell short and the truEitees were utterly 
at a loss, he quietly said that he would pay 
the debt, or that he would gi\·e so and so 
upon such conditions, and thus the wheeis 
were kept moving. Ah ! there are few who 
will ever know the long and sore strug-
gle by which our higher institutions have 
been sustained and gradually strength-
<:ned, especially in the trying years that 
followed the war. Thank God for the 
devoted men who have persevered in their 
ill-paid task of high instruction, for the 
many who have given something amirl 
poverty and embarrassment, and for the 
few devoted friends of one or another in-
stitution who have stood by, and at what-
ever inconvenience to themselves, have 
stepped forward in every season of peril. 
But most of all did l\Ir. Thomas 
aid this college_ by his wh;e coun-
sels, and by the inspiration of his 
elevated, broad, cheerful views as to the 
aims and possibilities of higher ('dnc:i-
tion. A great institution of this sort can-
not be suddenly rreated; it must be a 
growth.' . Much has been done for Rich-
mond College by earlier · and later nncl 
present teachers --some of them highly 
gifted nnd very noble men; much by the 
diligent students, who have furni ,;hcd an 
inspiring example to thrir fellows dming 
l'OJl<,ge life and arc reflecting true honor 
upon tlwir Alma Mater by subsequent 
usefolne,s and n ·now11; much hy the 
wise management of the trustres in the 
city and throughout the State, and by the 
popular interest awakened through the 
very necec,sity of r epl'atedly appealing 
for current support ancl endo1rment, lint 
among the most potent elements that have 
enterer! into tile very constitution _anrl 
gone to determine the vital _illfluence of 
Richmond College h:i\·e bern the spirit 
and temper of the rernarkul1lc man whose 
eareer wc h:1ve this evening surveyed. 
It has long b0e11 true, and will long con-
tin ne to .be, that students g<Jing forth 
- from tliii:! place must carry with them, 
among those unconscious impressions 
which are often RO powerful, some im-
press from the character of Jas. Thomas, 
Jr. This college is fortunate in its loca-
tion. In many a1iother State m·e excel-
lent institutions, whose wisest friends now 
keenly wish that they, too, had been es-
tablished at some large and growing city. 
'.rhe old idea that college life ought to be 
secluded trom the temptations of a great 
city, whether wise or not 1 is simply im-
practicable. \Ve might _ say that those 
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who are willing to he overcome by the 
temptations of indpient manhood will be 
amply tempted in any qniet dll:ige or 
country neighborhood. But certainly at 
the present day no secluded college ean 
prosper without a railway to bring the 
student~; and this railway can bring 
temptation in many forms from nearest 
cities or carry students Oil perilous vis-
its. We have come to see that for the 
real and terrible dangerll which beset the 
period usua.Jly embraced in college life 
there is no true remedy but in correct 
principles · instilled during childhood, in 
home influen<'e kept vivid by diligently · 
sustained correspondence, in better aspi-
rations that exalt humanity, and in the 
i grace ·that comes down from heaven. The 
great advantages to a college of location 
in a large city are numerous and obvious. 
Each can greatly aid the other in the pro_ 
motion of true culture, in the real eleva-
tion of society. In the chequered hLstory 
of this widely useful and richly promis-
ing institution it has frequently received 
unspeakiibly important assistance from. 
the · wise counsels, the generous gift!>, the 
hearty support in every sense, not merely 
of one extraordinary man, but of many 
noble citizens. Let us hope that the ex-
ample on which we have been reflecting 
will prove contagious ; that . many pros-
perous dwellers in Virginia's chief city • 
and fair capital may cherish a living and 
practical interest in Richmond College; 
that they may cause it to grow every year 
more beautif11l in its outward appoint-
ments, more ample in the endowment of 
its instruction, and stronger in every ele-
tpent . of wholesome influence. The his-
tory of civilization shows that the safest 
and most permanent investments men 
ever make are in institutions of ed·uca-
tion and religion. These live amid revo-
lutions .and social changes. Long centu-
ries after a man has been otherwi se for-
gotten and his influence is no longer dis-
cernible amid the rushing tide of human 
affairs, what he once thus in\'ested will · 
still abide, a perennial Hource of good to 
maukind all() of ·glory to God. 
The following is from the Religious 
He1·ald; of this city, whose editor, Dr. 
A. E. Dickinson, was largely instru-
mental in securing the means to build 
the wing of the college building in which 
the Thomas Hall is situated : 
"As Dr. Broadus clo!ed, the·great hall 
rang with applause. Then Governor 
Lee was called out and made a neat little 
speech . "Splendid success" were · the 
two words which seemed to be upon _al-
most every one's lips as the audience dis-
persed. We congratulate the family of 
Mr. Thomas. They have done a thing 
which, besides honoring a name 10 dear · 
to them, will do good in many ways. 
These dedicatory services will be worth, 
we hope, _many thousand dollars to the 
college, and to other colleges in this and 
· other States. If Bethany's alabaster box 
of ointment is still being told of as me-
morial of her who did what she could to 
honor her Lord, this thing that the 
Thomas family have done shall bear 
fruit through coming generations •. 
We congratulate -all the friends of Rich-
mond College, and especia-lly_ those who 
gave the money with which this building 
was erected. We happen to know better 
than some others :Something of the sacri-
fices that were made in bringing this to 
pass. When the appeal was made at the 
. North for contributions with which to 
erect this Jeter Memorial building, there 
was not that good feeling and good under 
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standing whieh now exists between the 
Baptists of the two great sections. It 
seemed to many a daring irnpndence to 
come North for any such purpose, and 
, only one man will ever know how many 
hard knocks were given in the place of 
the money for ,vhich he applied. One 
never knows until he tries a thing like 
this how many ways there are in whil'h 
which yo11 may discourage a beggar. You 
cau answet· him roughly or not answer 
him at all; you can look up at him or 
not look at him at all; you can point to 
the door or shake your head; yon can 
ask him why he does not go to so,oe one 
else instead of coming to you;_ yon can 
ask him why In did not take better cai·e 
of his own ·money, or why lie was not 
m~re loyal to his own country. But 
there were an elect few whose ear and 
heart could he reached. It was a new 
thing-the idea of helping the Southern 
Bnptists in this way had scarcely dawned 
upon many of our brethren of the North 
at that early day. 
But much has been done since. Some 
who gave their first dollar in this direc-
1£DITORIAL 
Into this number of the Messenger a 
new department has been introduced, 
which will bear the name of BREBZES 
FROM OUR CAMPUS. Under this head 
w~ hope there will be published every 
month short articles from the students 
at large touching the various matters 
which ~nter into or affect student life at 
college. Its aim is to afford each stndent 
an opportunity to offer suggestions or 
make criticisms which have · for their ob-
tion to this b11il(ling, have since given 
very generously to othcrn Southern col-
leges and to our Theologic·al Seminary. 
We wish all such could have been pres-
ent last Thursday night and seen how 
our people are now helping themselves. 
Scores of times, when clning that pionen 
w<->rk at the North, we were asked: 
"\\'hat have your own people done?'' 
and us oftt ·n we told of ,Tames ThomaR, 
Jr., and of the many thousands he had 
given. Now that he has laid down life',.; 
burdens all(l entered upon his rest, we 
cau point to what his wife and children 
are doing, and we can point to generous 
surus that othrrs are giving to Rich1nond 
College. It is a time for congrntulations, 
and we congratulate the friends of edu-
cation throughout the whole country an<l 
the whole world. As in former years 
efforts to help Ridrnwnd College helped 
other colleges, o,O now, what is being dotlf\ 
here to-,lay will be fi.•lt everywhere. The 
causAs one. We help everywhere when 
we help anywhere. 
'' Prai se God from whom all blessiL1gs flow, 
Praise him all creaturns here below." 
DEPARTMENT. 
,· 
ject the impro~me;~t .of any of the diverse 
phases of college life. This is not alto-
gether a new feature in college journalism. 
Siruilar departments ha Vf been found 
upon trial in other colleges to, prove in-
teresting ancl helpful, and why should 
not the Breez es which in the future shall 
blow from our campus be just as exhil-
arating, helpful and suggestive as those 
from any other college, North or South? 
We believe that their gentle whispers 
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will he ns dfrctive i1.1 bringing about 
goo<l results an<l intrnnu<'ing illlproYed 
methods in the mnnagement of mattrrs 
pertinent to our pliysicnl, sncinl, mental 
an<l m1Tal improvement, as the Voi<·e1 
hrar<l from nmong t ht> l'lassic sha,1es of a 
Northern university, the Acorns that 
<lrop from a Southern oak, the Ohips or 
Leaflets of ~·es 1rrn c,;lleges, or any oth\ ·r 
one of the nnmt-rflll~ channels through 
which the fi,rdle brains of col]E:-ge men 
bring into oljPclive exi~tence their ideas 
·aml plan:; for the betterment of college 
rnvironment;;. 
BrePZPS sometimes ereate a rustle among 
the !raves or a ripple on .the waters, an<l 
if such shonld JHove to he the case with 
those which blow from onr campus, we 
must renwmhrr that dry bones rattle 
when thry arc shakrn, and that the same 
hrerze which dislorlgcs a sere and faded 
lraf hrings life and f'trrngth to its more 
worth ~\ fellows. If th<?re are evils which 
shou lei be eradicated, let the axe be laid 
to their roots with nnflinehing hand. But 
it iR to the suggestions in r\•gard to im-
proved methods of work which its col-
umns shall contain that we look f~rward 
to with the fo~ld('st expectations . . It re-
mains to be seen whether these bright 
anticipations are to be fulfilled or allowe<l 
to perish. 
This rl<>parl ment has been started in 
the }lfcseer1ger with the belief that it will 
cr<>ate an interest in our magazine here-
tofore unknown. The stndeuts as a b,1<ly 
have for some time past manifested very 
little co1icern about the \Yelfare of their 
college organ, some going so far as never 
to pernse itR pag<>s, aud assigning as their 
reason for such a course that it contained 
nothing of interest to them. Should not, 
· then, the few faithful friends of the ~Mes-
senger ser to it that they support and en-
courage any innovation that promises.to 
a1Yaken an interest in the paper? ,ve be-
. lieve that BREEZES FROM OUR CAMPUS 
can make tbis promise and fulfil iL 
Come on now, Mn Sigma Rhonians and 
Philologians, wit ii your . ideas on such 
sn hjects as we have irn1icated, o~ sueh 
others as you may deem appropriate. 
Exprel's yourselves freely, and withal 
concisely, and be sure you will be, heard 
and felt. Be hrief, or altogethe1· we might 
have a gale. Blow breezes, blow, and 
may your gentle zephyrs instil fresh vigor 
and . renewed energy into all the enter~ 
prises usually attendant npon the session's 
work, and he the means of setting on 
foot schemes which will be pleasantly 
remembered as fraught with both pleasure 
and profit. · 
With this issue of the Messenger the 
term of office of the present corps of edi-
tors expires. Although the phrase has 
become trite, it is true of us as of many 
of our predecessors, that we lay · aside 
our editorial pen with mingled feelings of 
pleasure and regret. VVe are glad to be 
free from the cares inevitaLly attendant 
upon the position of editor, bnt the 
ameliorating features of the office are 
many, and cannot be overlooked in form-
ing ail estimate of the situation. We 
feel certain that our experience has not 
been far different from that of those who 
have held the place befpre us. All the 
world is strangely alike, in the editor's 
ehair of a college magazine as well as in 
any other department of human life. 
Those of our readers ,who have held like 
positions cai1 fully appreciate our fee].: 
ings as we retire from the sanctum. ·To 
all others we ~an only say you must try 
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it yourselves if y~u would know tl]e 
varied items wliich enter into the sum total 
of an editor's experience. Our retro-
'spectfre glance brings painfully to mind 
how far short we have fallen of what we 
~et out to accomplish. But we find con-
solation in the words of one of the world's 
true heroes, "Low aim, not faiim·e, is 
~ri_me." What we have done has beell 
performed , with willing though m1s~ilful 
han_ds. It has Leen a pleasure to write 
fur the columns of the Messe:nge:r, and we 
feel amply repaid 'for all our trouble by 
the experience we have gajned, and the 
n_ew ideas we have received, as we have 
looked at the worlrl at large and _the college 
world in particular, through the editor's 
glasse~. · The survey has been pleasant, 
and we are glad that it has been our for-
tune to behold the picture. 
. The incoming staff ci edjtoi:s have our 
besr wishes for their success. 1f they hut 
keep before thepl the maxim that hard 
work is the price of succe~s in any un-
d~rtaking they need have n~ fear about 
their untried fortunes in their new posi-
tion . · 
]financially t~e Messenger is on a firm 
basis. rhere is a surplus i~ the treasury, 
and frpm the aettrly endorsemj:lnt given 
it two weeks, ago by the Societies in joint 
session, we have no fear for its future. 
With 011r interest in the paper only in-
tensifiecl by what we have tried to do for 
it, and with a confident trust that under 
a new management it will make greater 
advances toward its proper place in th11 
front rank of college journalism, we say 
adieu to all, magazines and patrons, while 
the door of our sanctum J1as closed be-
hind us forever. 
,ve would urge upon the ehtdents the 
ohligation resting upon them to do their 
dealing, as fa1· as possible, with those 
firms which advertise in the Messenger. 
This is a cl u ty you owe to the firms them-
selves, lo your business manager, and to 
your magazine. ,vere it not for the rev-
enue thus emptied into your treasury 
you would have no paper at all. Yon 
are largely indebted to the men who ad-
vertise in your col'umns for the mainten-
ance of your magazine. Ought yo~ not, 
therefore, to see to it that they feel that 
their interest is appreciated and will not 
remaJn unrequited? Yon have promised 
them your patronage. See that they re-
ceive it. 
SCIENTIFIC NOTES. 
We return thiuiks to Professor Ormond 
Stone, l)irector of the Leander McCor-
mkk Observatory of the University of 
Virginia, for a copy of his report for the 
year ending June 1st, 1887. The fol-
lowing extract w.ill indicate the import-
an~e and value of the work done by Pro-
fessor Stone : 
" The observations of the Nebula of 
Orion, made at this 'observatory in 1885, 
were made without a knowledge of the 
existence of the photograph by Mr. A. 
Ainslie Common, of Ealing, England. 
This beautiful photograph, without doubt, 
gives the form with an accuracy which is . 
unattainaLle by any other known means ; 
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11till I am inclined to agree with Professor 
H0Me1.1, "that t,he figure of the Nebula of 
Orion has reqiained the same from 17 58 
. to now ; * * * but that in · the 
hrightn~ss of its parts undoubted varia-
tions have taken place, and that such 
changes are even now going on ;" and it 
may be taken as an axiom, that any 
changes in form will be at least accom-
panied, if not precedec.l1 by changes in 
brightness. If this be true, it is not to 
photography, but to photometry, that we 
must look for the earliest positive evi-
dence of changes in this the mpst re-
markable nebula in the heavens. During 
the past year the brighter portion of the 
nebula has been repeatedly examined, 
for the purpose of determining the rel: 
ative brightness of the various condensa-
tions of which it is composed. The re-
gion .A preceding the trapezium has been 
especially obsen·ed, and the brightness of 
its condensations compared with one an.-
other and with other portions of the 
Huyghenian region. The difference of 
brightness has been estimated in " steps," 
as was done by Argelander in his obser-
vations of variable stars, each condensa~ 
lion being usually compared on the same 
night both with brighter and with fainter 
condensations. In connection therewith, 
estimates have been made of the relative 
brightness of the stars in the brighter 
portion of the nebula in order to \race, if 
possible, any connection which may exist 
betwefln them and the nebula. 
The examination and sketching of 
southern nebuloo has been continued. 
Three hundred and fifty-one observa-
tions of miscellaneous nebuloo have been 
made, resulting in a large number of 
sketches, and in the discovery of two 
· hundred and seventy nebuloo which are 
t3upposed not to have been hitherto d~ 
tected. · 
Our knowledge of the motions of the 
i;o-called fixed stars is steadily increas 7 
ing; but astronomers have practically no 
knowledge of the motions of the nebu]re. 
A knowledge of these motions is essential,, 
if we are to know the relation of these 
borlies to the rest of the universe. Their 
faintness and their diffuse appearanc~ 
render it possible to make accurate meri- , 
dian observations of only an exceedingly 
small number of them. The positions of 
the remainder must be determined by 
comparison with neighboring stars, a,nd 
for most o_f them the most powerful in-, 
struments are required. Such observa 7 
tions are made very slowly, but are ex-
ceedingly important. A working list has~ 
therefore, been prepared containing all 
known nebulre, north of30° south declina-
tion, which are as bright as the fourteenth 
magnitude and condemed at the centre. 
Comparisons of right ascension and de-
clination are made with the filar microm-
eter. The wires are illuminated with 
red light, the brightness of which is easily 
regulated by a switch situated at the back, 
of the obgerving .chair. During the year, 
one hundred and se,•enty-six such ob-. 
servations have been made. The nebnloo, 
thus far observed, with only two excep~ 
tions, are sonth of the equator." 
AL UM FOR BAD W ATER.-The use of 
alum to clear muddy water has long been 
known, but Professor Leeds, iri the 
course of an investigation on an Ollt-
hreak of typhoid fever at Mount Holly, 
discovered another value in the use of 
alum, which, if his observation proves 
correct, may be very important. He found 
that the water which was supplied to the 
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inhabitants of Mount Holly was swarm-
ing with bacteria, about fifteen drops be-
ing capable of forming 8,100 colonies of 
these microsropic . vegetal germs when 
spread upon a suitable i::urface. He tried 
the experiment of adding ' a minute 
amount of alum to this water in the pro-
portion of only half a grain to a gallon; 
and found that not only was the dirt and . 
coloring rriatter precipitated, hut that in-
stead of the same quantity of water con-
taining 8,100 colonies of bacteria, it con-
tained only 80, and these were all of a 
large form; 
On filtering the water through two 
thicknesses of filtering paper,' 'he found 
that the filtered water contained no bac-
teria, but was "as sterile as if it hacl beeri 
SU bject to prolonged boiling." This amount 
of alum is too small to be evident to the 
taste, and is not harmful to health. . If 
his observations shall · remain unrefuted, 
they may form a valuable method of 
purifying polluted dri11kii1g water. Of 
course it does uot follow that, because 
bacteria are removed, therefore the · ob-
scure c~use of diseases due to impure 
drinking water is also removed ; hut 
bacter'ia and these diseases appear to be 
coincident, even if' not linked almost as 
cause and effect, according to modern 
theories, and it is not too much to hope 
that if the bacteria are removed the 
virus of these diseases will be removed 
with them.-Public Ledger. 
Dr. Goldschneider lately presented and 
explained to the Berlin Physiological 
Society plates illustrating the topography 
of the sense of temperature. - The sense 
of heat and cold was determined for the 
whole surface of th~ bocly, and arrange~ 
in a series corresponding . to twelve de-
gi.:ef•s of intensity. As a general result, 
it was found that the sense of cold is 
more extended than .that of heat; that 
both senses are more developed on the 
trunk than on the extremities; that the 
sense of temperature is less acute in th~ 
median line of the body; that the dis-
tribution of this sense over the surface of 
the body is quite different from that of 
the sense of touch ; a11d that the points 
of exit of the nerves possess little , or no 
sense of temperature.,Scientijic Ameri-
. . 
can. 
Coffee acts upon the brain as a stimu-
lant, inciting it to inc1·eased activity and 
producing sleeplessness; hence it is of 
great value as an antidote to narcotic 
poisons. It is also supposed to prevent 
too rapid waste in the tissues of the body, 
and in that way enables it to support life 
on less food. These effects are due to 
the volatile oil and also to a peculiar 
· crystallizable nitrogenous principle term-
ed caffeine. The leaves of the plant Jike-
wise contain the same principle, and the, 
inhabitants of the island of Sumatra prefer 
an infusion of the leaves to that of the 
berries. Its essential qualities are also · 
greatly changed, the heat causing the de-
velopment of the volatile oil and peculiar 
acid which gives aroma and flavor.-Sci-
tntific American. 
THE PllEP'S SOLILOQUY. 
THF PREP'S SOLILOQUY. 
T~ pass-or not to pass--::-that is, the question; 
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind, to suffer 
The slings and taunts of outrageous examinations .; 
Or to take flight from a sea of troubles, · 
And, by leaving, escape them? To flee, to skip; 
:No more; and by a skip, to say we end 
The many heartaches, and the thousand natural shocks 
That students are heir to, --'tis a consummation 
Devoutly to be wished. · To pass,~to stick;-
To stick I perchance to swamp l~ay, there's the rub; · 
· For, in examinations who knows what questions may -come, 
When we have shuffled off uncertain text books, 
. Must give us pain. There's the respect 
That makes the monkey paper a necessity; 
-For who would bear the whips and scorns of the good 
Students' jeers, the professors' contumely, 
The thoughts of despised lessons, the shortened grades, 
The insolence of seniors, and the spurns 
That patient merit of the unworthy takes, 
When he himself better grades might make 
By simply knowing? Who would this labor -bear 
To grunt and sweat in a weary examination 
But that the dread of something after this term, 
Puzzles the will, and makes mi rather stand 
Those examinations that we have, than wait for others that we know 
not of. 
Thus ignorance doth make cowards of .us all. 
- Univei·sity Echo. 
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BREEZES FROM OUR CAMPUS. 
tNot very many breezes are blowing this month. They are hardly under way yet, 
but the season for windy weather is approaching, and we may hope that some 
breezes will be set a-~lowing from our campus. We ask the attention of the 
whole body of students to the following suggestions from their r~nks :J 
The students have taken hold of the 
Athletic Association with more vigor than 
usual. It bids fair to accomplish the ob-
ject set forth in its constitution : '' To 
furnish the students of Richmond Col-
lege with tl~at physical exercise which is 
necessary to their best health and de-
velopment." The Association gains dig-
nity and importance from the probability 
that the gymnasium, both ha11 and ap. 
paratus, will be under its couttol. It be-
hooves every student to become at one 
a member, feeling assured that the smale 
membership fee wi11 be returned to him a 
thousand-fold in increased health, strength 
and manliness. · 
The Association is also the patron of 
tennis, bai;e-ball, and foot-ball, and pro-
poses to consider the institution of athletic 
games. 
Foot-ball, which is the most season-
able sport at present, may be expected to 
receive a decided impetus from the adop-
tion of the inter-collegiate rules. Every-
body seemed to be " down " upon them 
at first, but as they are more fa))y learned 
the beauty of the new game wi11 appear. 
Tennis also is on a boom that promi-
ses well for the season of 1888. Base-ba11 
has received valuable additions in playing 
· material . 
It is to be hoped that the students will 
learn the importance of moral and pecu-
niary support to Athletics. Especially in . 
the matter of the gymnasium it is neces-_ 
sary that whf n we receive the new build-
ing in trust at the hands of the college 
trustees, each student shall recognize his 
responsibility for its careful preservation. 
CAMPUS. 
We are glad to see that an effort is 
being made to enlist all of the students 
in the Athletic Assodation of the Col-
lege. 
;Nothing is more necessary to mental 
development than daily exercise. Often 
l1as a strong physical manhood been 
wrecked and ruined because no atten-
tion was given to exercise. While close 
application is necessary to success, yet 
that student who confines himself to his 
room, and does not breathe the fresh air 
of the campus, will find at the close of 
the session that his health is impaired, 
his mind inactive, and his failure in classes 
due to his own negligence and unneces-
sary confinement. 
Just as the flower cannot grow and 
develop into beauty and symmetry hid-
den away from the light of the sun, and 
where it cannot obtain oxygen from the 
atmosphere, so is it impossible for the 
mind to develop and improve confined to 
one place and upon one sultiect, and iso-
lated, as it were, from the invigorating 
and life-sustaining activity of out-door 
amusement. 
Now, in urging ambitious students to 
careful attention of physical growth, we 
would not forget that we often see those 
who are so zealous in this direction that 
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they consider their mental tr~ining of to lead a party pf this kind. The whole 
little importance. To all such-with re .' track from here to Washington is laid on 
spect to Athletics-;-we would remain ,in ~he most hi~tonic soil in America. The 
peaceful silence. . . . l things of il}terest on the rou~efr(H)l Rich-
,.w tl~,~QJ,!ld ,,. th_~!! _e~~~.:~~t _a~~ ,~~-·all, / \ mo~Hl :to W a~~in~ton are worth the trip, 
;pn almrn-t hrPath)e,:s audiencP, a · "\ ~lnle rn the uty. itself there a~e places of 
t)' was g-azing with admiration :it thf' t mterest too nu_merons to ~ent10n. ~ stu-
camlelahra, rni<l whispered · to his _dent can spend a month m the National 
e d, "\Vonclf•r whv thn,-e coridles don't a ·Museum, a month in the Smithsonian 
tt ?" · c ' Institute, a rnouth i;1 the Capitol, a· month 
- h . 
in the \\'ar Museum, and a month around 
~!fr. M., finding ·his oil c•an nenled re- .,_ (on the outside be;fore he gets in) the White 
nishii1g, wc,111. oYer to the trea!-urer's · Honse. So he sees five rr10nths' worth 
uFe and raug thP door-bdl. When the a in a day. Besides it is worth, to a man fr . 
vant appParPd, Mr. M. said : "TPU . who uever saw them, a trip to see the 
b fessor P. tl1at I <'ante to get som1:: oil." Potomac, and Pt•1msylvu!1ia Aven~e . No 
fer-isor P. ge1wrally kPeps on hand a Ameril'an really know s the greatness of 
RU ly of oi~,-~ ut for u later period s I his patria_ until he goes to ~ts ('~pita] city: 
ruary, 1886, frf'Sh m -my--,rrtrn~-J ,_ _ No A mer1can ought to die till he has 
but heartily recommend the schem~ a~-•1\ seen Washington. No student w·ho has 
one prospective of the most enjoyable and never been there nught to let this ses-
profitahle recreation, - sion ·pass ;vithont an effort to get up this 
Our chairman is one of the best of men excursion. VIATOR. 
LOCALS. 
"Rat." Rat Rat. Rat R-rat R-r-r-at. 
Hello! Old Boy; are you back again? 
What's your ticket? I "bet" you'll 
"flunk." 
A ''Hat" says of the electric lights that 
they are the brightest candles he ever 
saw, and if they don't sell 'em too high, -
he is going to buj, one and send it home 
to the old mun. 
On the door of a would-be boarding-
house near the college campus hangs the 
following : Notice-" Rats for Board." 
Cook them well. · 
A youth of _the "long t~il genus" being 
or"an economical turn of mind, was very 
much offended because th e street-car con-
ductor would not wait until he could 
bring his trunk on hoard and have it 
canied to the college for the same precious 
nickel he paid for himself. 
Sixteen things we would like to know : 
1. \Vho is th e best looking " rat" ? 
2. Who will get, thfl " calico medal" 
this year? 
3. Who will get on the first nine? 
4. Why Mr. W. did not return to col-
lege? 
5. Why Mr. A., of Virginia, watches 
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the mail-box so closely, and then looks 
so dPjected aHer the postman paFlf'les? 
6. Which of the "Rats" co11s11lte<l the ' 
the Chairman ahout his love affairs? 
7. Why Mr. P. sp.-nt his summer in 
Richmond? 
8. What c:rnsed Mr. M. to stop <'ount-
ing cross-ties ? 
9. When will the" House of Commons" 
be <'Om pleted ? 
10. Who ascended the tower to find 
jection of Mr. H.'Fl pPdal extremity, an<l 
shonld unthonghtedly run away, how long 
won ld it be before H. fonnd it out, and 
how far would his foot he when his head 
moved? 
· . . ·· ·- u••'<'urron ot \ 
irg-iiuggestions fr~m their r~nks :J l 
he I ing in trust at the hands of the colll 
an trustees, each student shall recognize 
b- responsibility for its careful preservati 
0 CAMPUS 
"tbe northwf'stern rnnwr of Africa" and I-
did not get down in safety? _ is We are glad to see that an effort 
e being made to enlist all of the stude ' 1 l. Who slid down on the lightning- -
in the Athletic Association of the C 
rod when the fire-bells rang and HHne: ' lege. · 
body eried fire ! ? 
~othing is more necessary to me 12. Why Mr. P. didu't get on the d I 
' 'Bord"? c- 1 eve opment than daily exercise. q 
has a strnnlJ' _,, J. .•. - ! ' 
13. Jf Mr. B. has fOund out fron1 the - -- -- --
scedule how often ''boss day" comes? '-' · I Often has tlw quei:;tion been ai:;ked why 
14. Who was on his knees, bep:ging his Mr. B. walks with i-ucl1 a stately step 
darling to write to him, at our last com- and always wears 011 his lace a pleasant 
mencernent, imd why they don't speal, smi le; but \\ e do not wonder that MICh 
now? is the <w-e \dwn we rnuember tbat he is 
15. The solution of the following prob- no longer tl1e '' old Bocuni " of former · 
!em: Mr. C. has a toe two irn·he:, long. yeart-i, but Prof. Boatwright. Congratu-
It is midnight. Four chain; barricade latious. J)./1.P,:>,-/:-
the door while two lend additional se-
curity to the window. Outside in the 
corridH with bated breath stand sevrn 
boys with a rope exacty twenty-nine fe&t 
long. 
. Required : 1. How ma11y chairs can be 
moved before C. awakens? 2. Where 
will he be at 2 P. M. if the number of 
feet he is draggl'd equals the number of 
chairs multiplit•<l by the number of yells 
he utters plus the number of times his 
"old lady" says "keep cool and (•ut the 
rope"? 
16. If the "Knights of Dark Lantern" 
should on one of their nocturnal excur-
sions accidently entangle the longest pro-
Professor to Mr. H.: "Whe re 1s the 
organ of taste ?" 
Mr. EL: "In th·e mouth, sir." 
Professor : "Be more definite, Mr. 
H." 
Mr. H. : "The tongue." 
Professor : "Be more definite still." 
Mr. H.: "On the baclc, sir." 
T 1vo Senior Latin ruen in conversatio11; 
one asked : "Where did Cicero go when 
he was banished from Rome?" The other 
replied : "To his dinner." 
Mr. K., giving an account of the shoot-
ing of a negro, in answer to the question 
) 
I 
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was he badly shot, >'flirl: "Yes, he had J 
to he .carrierl home in an avafrtriche." 
Hurrah for Charlie. 
At the dediration of the Thomas Me-
morial Hall, whill:'-Dr. Broarlns was holrl-
ing an almost hrf>athlei,;,s audiencf>, a 
"Rat" was gazing with admiration ::it thf> 
11ew randelabra, :rnd whispned · to his 
friend, "'Vonclf'r wh~· those caridles don't 
nwlt ?" 
Mr . .M., findin1;·his oil mn nel:'dt'd re-
plenishi11g, wn1t. oYer to the treasurer's 
hou~e and rang thf> door-bdl. When the 
servant aprwarl'C-1, Mr. M. said: ••Tell 
Professor P. that I eame to get somt oil." . 
Profe1<sor P. ge1wrally keeps on hanrl a 
gond supply of oil, but for a later period 
in the session. 
Mr. X., upon bis return to eollrgr, 
took hiR girl driving, a11d ,d1t11 they had 
driven for r,wme 1i111e she informed him 
that she could never he the same to him 
that she on~e was, whereupon Mr. X. 
replied: "Well, I am nearer the college 
now than I woul(l he at yout· house, so I 
will leave you line." G"od for X. 
REUNION OF THE LrrERA llY Socrn-
TIES.-One of the most, hrilliant reunion,, 
ever known in the history of the Literary 
Societies took plac(i Friday and Saturrlay 
nights, September 23,1 !}nd 24th. On 
Frirlay night, 23d, the hall of the Mu 
Sigma Rho Socirty waR filled with a 
large and attentive crowd of both old 
and new students. At 8 o'clock Mr. M.A. 
Jones, vice-presi(leut, callecl the Society to 
order, and in a short bnt eloquent and irn-
pressivesptech welcomed the new students 
to the reuDion of the Mu Sigma Rho 
Society, and impressed upon the audience 
the importance of being able to express 
clearly their thoughts in language, and 
that nowhere were greatn facilities to be 
found for acquiriug this end than in a 
Literary Society. Mr. Jones then intro-
<l11C'e<l :1sorator of the occasion Mr. H. 
\,Y. Stralfy, of W rst Virginia, who en-
tertaiTif•rl tht- audiern·e for some time with 
an f'lnquent and ahle addrei-s on Ameri-
can <levelopmmt, whi(•h we are glad to 
hP Hhle to publish in this isFue of the 
..Lt[('.•sm_qer. AftPr Mr. Straley finished, 
th<· erowd li~tened with <lelight to quite 
a number of brief and spicy speeches 
from l,oth old and new students. Every-
body FH•mt·d to he in thPir happiest 
mood, and rletf'l'mined to make the occa-
sion us joyous as possible, and were 
then•hy prepared to enjoy to the fullest 
extPnt the pleasure which the occasion 
afford1•d. 
Saturday night (24th) the students as-
st-mbled in the hall of the Philologian So-
ciety to take part in and enjoy its reunion 
exercises. At 8 o'dock the Society was 
called to order by the president. Mr. ,J. 
D. Martin, wlio, in his simple and happy 
i:;tyle, greded the old students upon their 
return to their accustomed plal'es, and 
extende<l a hParty welcome to the new 
students and impressed upon them the 
importance of joining one 0f the Literary 
Societies, and hopPd soon to greet many 
of them aH fellow Philologians. 
The president then introrluced Mr. 0. 
L. Martin, of Henry county, Va., as orator 
of the occasion, who took for his theme 
" The Demands upon the Southern 
Scholar.'' Mr. Martin spoke in his usually 
happy style, entertaining the audience with 
a speech ofrare eloquence, interspersing it 
with happy hits and humorous jokes, fre-
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q nently bringing down the house, and 
clusPd in a round of applause. 
Many were now called out, both old 
and new · students, and the So<"iety was 
highly entertained until t.he late hour of 
ten, when the meeting adjourned with an 
audienee loth to leave the h:ill because 
of th.e pleasure of the occasion. 
Thns passed a pleasant and profitable · 
reunion, leaving the Literary Societies 
with, we trust, the most brilliant prospect 
of many years past. 
The Y. M. C. A. held its rnmicin on 
Thursday night, Sept. 29th. Mr . . J. D. 
Martin presided, and after devotional ex-
erci~es int1,-od11ced Mr. C. T. Kincannon, 
who, in a brief hut well-worded speech, 
wel<·omed the new studi>nts to the work 
and privileges of the Association. Mr. 
Martin then very briefly set forth the 
workings of the ARsociation, and nrgP<l 
upon all the importa1we of joining :md 
putting their hands to the work to Rns-
tain the past record of the Association as 
a hand of Christ:an workers. On Satur-
day night, October 1st, the Association 
held its first regular husiness meeting, 
whrn a large number of new studentR 
joined. The officers of the Association 
for the ensuing term are: ' President, H. 
W. Jones; Vice-President, J. G. Dick-
immn; Corresponding Sel'retary, S. T. 
Dickinson ; Recording Secretary, F. C. 
Johnson; Treasurer, S. C. Dorsey. -The 
prospect before the AsRociation is good, 
an<l we hope that every effort will be put 
forth for a profitable ses8ion. 
PERSONALS . 
S. W. Dorsett, 1886-'7, now pa:-.tor of 
the Baptist church of Williamshnrg, Va., 
was married on the 26th of September to 
_')\'fo-s Cora Slater, of Williamsburg . We 
wish . you much happiness, Wati-on. 
J . V. Dirkiuson, 1885-'6, is preaeh-
ing at Rocky Monnt, Va. John l,eca11· e 
weary of Ringle l>lesRPdness, so laRt ,July 
he took to him s<,lf a bettf'r half. Joy be 
with yon and your hrid1·, John. 
E. B. Hatcher, M. A., 1885-'6, . is 
at Johns Hopkins University. Go it, 
"Hateh." we bet on yon. · 
W. A. Hnrris, ·M. A., 1885-'6, is 
teaching at the Alleghany Institt1te. 
"Bill," how i8 foot-ball ? 
0. L. StearnR, M. A., 1885-'6, i~ still 
principal of the Alleghany Tn8titute. How 
are you, Oren? How do the hoys serve 
you? 
R. C. Stearns, M.A., 188H-'7, i8 teach 
illg at the AIIE>ghany Institute. , 
H.F. Cox, M. A., 1886-'7, i,., teach-
in~ at Middlebrook, Augutita county. He 
is very much pleased that liis ar-sociates 
in thef<wulty are young lad.ies. 
W. C. Robinson, M. A., 1886-'7, is 
teaching at the Homestead Academy, in 
Chesterfield. 
T. R. Corr, M. A., 1886-'7, is at the 
Southern Baptist 0Theological SPminary, 
in Loui,willt-, 'Ky. ''Tom," do you gef . 
anything to eat, now? 
A. H. Hill, B. A., 1886-'7, lias been 
elected principal of the Scottsville Graded 
School. How is lawn knni;.; now, old 
fellow? 
W. C. Tyree, B. A, 1886-'7, is rit 
the University of Virginia, taking an 
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academic courAe. Go it old ' fellow, we. 
bet on yon. 
J P. l\1assie, B. A., 1886-'7, is taking 
a course in n1C'rlicine at , the Univt-rsity of 
Virginia. How are tirneA now, "Pogtts"!" 
E. B. Pollard, M. A., 1885-'6, is at 
the Southern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary, in Lo11i1wille, Ky. 
W. H. Washington ll'as called home 
a few <lays :,fter his return to college hy 
the dea.th of his fat her. He has our deepest 
sympaties. 
. J. L. Brown, 1885-'6; is in business 
in DanYill~,. How are the girls, "Lute"? 
J. E. Potts, 1886-'7, is in the cloth-
ing bi1sineAS with J. R. Sheppard, on 
Burad street, Rithmond. Bop, give him 
a call. 
Edwin Barbour, 1886-'7, is editing a 
newspaper in Culpeper. Send us a copy, 
"B1·n". , 
L. B. Fountaine, 1886-'7, is at the. 
University of Texas. How are you, 
"Lannie"? 
\Y. F. Lewis, 1885-'7, has been elected 
to a professorship in Kingston College, 
We have rrceiwd advance sheets of 
'•Etowah, a Romance of the Confederacy," 
by Francis Fontaine. The fmthor sets 
forth his purpnsf' in writing the hook in 
words to t hf' following f'ffect : "I will 
write a hook which will show the South 
as it was and iR-the dr.mestic life and 
c11stomR of the people, both white and 
black, both shn-e and free-a hook writ-
teu to give thr true hiRtory of that re-
markable strngglt• which so puzzled 
forrigners, without pnndering to North-
ern or Southern prejudices.'' . That such 
North Carolina. Old boy, we congratu-
late you, but we need your help very much 
this Messenger. 
J. R. Thomas, 1885-'6, is applying tor 
graduation at the Virginia Medical Col-
lege this session. Good luck to you, 
"Tom." 
W. S. Catlett, 1885-'7, is at the Crozer 
Theological Sciminary. 
L. C. Catlett, M. A., 1880-'l, is edit-
ing ' a newspaper at Gloucester Court-
house. We wish him great success . 
It is with sadness that we note the 
death _ of Harry L. Price, 1885-'6. He 
died during the last summer of typhoid 
fever. We deeply sympathize with his 
family. 
T. H. Edwards, 1885-'7, is reading 
law in King William. "Squaw," how 
arr the girls serving you ? 
R. D. Tucke1·, M.A., 1886-'7, is teach-
ing a private school at Ducker's, Wood-
ford county, Ky., and we understand that 
is a very private one, too. He is doing 
well aud havi11g a nice time. 
a hook as this propos.es to be, is needed, 
there can he no doubt. · It is true, as the 
anthor Rtates, that we have no book which 
impartially aml adequately describes the 
domestic life of the Southern people un-
der the 1·egime of slavery. We are glad 
to have snch ·a book promised the present 
generation, and glad, too, that the book is 
written with such a noble aim, viz. : to 
assist in building a home for disabled 
Confederate veterans in the city of At-
lanta, to which object one half of the pro-
ceeds of the book will be applied. 
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The interest that has recently heen 
manifested in literary drcles in regard to 
Southem domestic life and customs, an<l 
the eagerness with whieh everything tend-
ing to shed light upon the ante-hell nm civ-
ilization, has been sought out, presages 
for this book a warm and hearty recep-
tion in the North, as v. ell as among the 
children of the people whose home life it 
undertakes to describe. That the a1.1thor 
has adhered to his resolve to gi\'e an im-
partial view, and one nnti11ged with bit-
terness, in so far as lies within the power 
of fallible man, is evineed in tli(-' chapteri; 
wl,ich it has Lem our pleasure to read. 
The hook opens with a seene in New 
Orleans at that memorable time when 
the South was confidently arrayi0g her-
self for a confliet which she deemed would 
be of but short duration, but which for 
four long years drenched h1·r smmy 
pl11ins in blood. In the first few clrnp-
ters of the book we have an interesting 
picture of Creole life. The scene then 
shifts to the capital city, and _ then to va-
rious points in the Sonth. The author 
does not fail to touch at length on the 
life and condition of the Flave population. 
Harriet Beecher Stowe has portrayed one 
side of this fot·tor i11 Sonfhern civiliz11tion 
most ,·ividly. Our author undertakes, 
and so far as we h:we reiid, successfully, 
to gh·e us hoth sidN•, the bright iis well 
as the dark. 
The book is writtm in a simple, easy 
style, and itR contri1ts are rn absorbing 
that one forgets the artic!t:: -of the thought 
in his eagerness to pursue the thread of 
the story. 
Our first impre~sions of this hook are . 
very favorablr, and we hope that we may 
soon have fhe pl<:ai-nre of ha\'ing them 
confirmed by a careful perusal -of the en-
tire book. 
EXCHANGES. 
The Exchange department feels the 
loss of its faithful editor, Mr. W. F. 
Lewis, who is now a professor in Kinston 
CollegP, N. C. This is our excuse for 
any deterioration this clepartment may 
have undergone. 
Quite a number of college journals 
have found their way to our table this 
month. At intervals all through the 
summer we were receiving belated issues 
of various college papers. Only one of 
our exchanges, however, possessed suffi-
cient vitality to make its appearance reg-
ularly despite the enervating heat of the 
summer months. This was the Hillsdale 
College Hemld. This paper has a very 
large and deserved circulation,-the 
largest, we believe, of any college paper 
publisheclin the United States. It i~ an 
admirable local paµer. 
The editor of the Unit-ersity Voice is 
possessed of a candor and frankness 
which some o,thers dare not imitate, and 
which we fear some eollt-ge faculties, 
while they woul<l do well to profit by it, 
would uot always commend. Listen to 
what he says: 
"Dear new stuclents, we heg of you 
dou't let your restless curiosity lead you 
to go peregrinating about in search of the 
museum, ' the playing fountains,' fresh 
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lake air, wings ancl other things, which 
you have reacl about in the catalogue. 
There is a certain piquancy of mysticism 
cl mitering these, whieli we clo not care to 
have clh;pelled by your rucle inquisitive-
ness." 
The September number of the Niagarn 
Index is before us. The first thing that 
comes into our mincl when our eye falls 
upon it is, " Who has incurred the 
wrath of its exchange editor this month?" 
For hillingi.;gate and opprobrious epithets 
the vocahnlary nf the editor of that de-
partment is unsurpassed. Such talk as 
one finds there is a disg~ace to a college 
magazine. 
We are glad to greet once more the 
Pacific Pharos. After an enforced sus-
pension it comes forth from its slumbers 
wit.Ii promises of renewed and increased 
usefulness. We are sure that the news 
of its resurrection will he received with 
genuine pleasure throughout the entire 
college world. 
The editol'ials of the Oulltge Olio are 
sensible and to the point. 
We have received a copy of the first 
issue of the Blue ltidge Student, pub-
lished at Globe, N. C. Its chief article, 
entitled " How I Didn't get Wealthier 
hut Wiser," is highly realistic. We 
w~uld advise any one who imagines he 
can get rich hy selling books, to sit down 
and read the experience of one who has 
tried it. 
-
Wake Forest is justly proud of her 
magazine, The Student. It is doing much 
to raise the staudard of college journal-
Ism to the place it ought to occupy. Its 
matter, as well as external get-up, is 
first-class. 
The Sfodent Life contains a sensible 
article on the Indian club and its use . . 
We believe the claims made for this val-
uable aid to physi,·al developmeut are 
confirmed wherever they have been 
properly used. 
We have not found time to read all of 
the Hollins Annual, hut what we have 
read makes us regret that the young la-
dies do not find it expedient to pu hlish a 
magazine regularly. The prominent 
place given to English etudies at that in-
stitution is evinced by the meritR of the 
paper on "Some Aspects of Woman-
hood in Chaucer, Shakspeare, and Ten-
nyson." 
The Scientific American and The Edu-
cational Journal of Virginia are \'alueq 
exchanges. Every . issue of each is full 
of information which no teacher ought to 
be without. 
COLLEGE NEWS AND FUN. 
"REALISM."--A correspondent writes 
us as follqws: "Sir: In reading Mr. W. 
D. Howell's story now running in Har-
per's Monthly I found the following sen-
tence referring to the manner ot a young 
lady in taking a gentleman's arm at an 
evening party : •She did it wit.h a cold, 
bright smile, making white rings of iron-
ical deprecation around the pupils of her 
eyes.' Will you kindly give me the re-
cipe which she used iu making white 
rings of ironical deprecation around the 
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pupils of her eyes?" We really do not There are over 1,000 Young Men's 
know how _she did it, but she got. there Christian Associations in this country, 
just the same.-Life. with a membership of 140,000, expend-
The ancient and famous city of Da- ing for Christ.iau ,vork $780,000. The 
mascus, ,which was a place of some im- aggregate of property in buildings, libra-
portance -1900 years B. C., is busy with ries, etc., is over $5,000,000.-Ex. 
_plans for laying railroad lines through A little girl was overheard to read with 
~be streets. Street-cars in a city said to much earnestness the other day: "To err 
have been founded by Abraham would be is woman; to forgive, divine."-Ex. 
a startling novelty. The place has 120,- A new university is to be established 
000 inhabitants.-Exchange. at Wichita, Kan. It iH to be named in 
Senior to Prep: "Say, H., what are honor of President Garfield, and is · to 
·you getting rattled on that girl from - -· cost $2,000,000.-Ex. 
for? I didn't think that of you. Oh, • At Illinois College the rule that a stu-
, you needn't try to get out of it. · I thought dent who obtains a grade of 80 per cent. 
yon had better sense than to do that." need not pass the examinations has been 
After a pause, "By-jingo .! Ain't she a in force a year, and both students and 
nice girl, though?" faculty are satisfied with it.-Ex. 
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